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CREAM draws a positive resume of 2008—
2008— slightly optimistic expectations for 2009
Closing the year with a joint board meeting of all consortium partners the CREAM
project management team resumes, that the project work has included diverse innovative and complex activities and that positive effects of 2 years hard work become visible now.
During the meeting in Hannover/Germany the work package leaders and the project management presented the current status and the main achievements of the
different project activities.
In spite of a difficult situation for rail freight on the CREAM corridor due to internal reorganisations of some project partner companies, political obstacles and with
effect of the second half 2008 also the economic crisis CREAM succeeded in developing and implementing concepts and laying the ground for improving some general framework conditions in collaboration with authorities and political decision
makers.
For 2009 it is expected, that due to the current economic situation the increase of
new “CREAM” services may slow down, but the partners are optimistic to achieve
good results in the technology and organisation driven work packages and thereby
improve the quality level for their existing services significantly.
The main article of this newsletter (Issue 4) informs about the
 Successful start of a multimodal transport service Turkey /Germany
Issue 5 will follow soon in 2009 and includes information on following topics:
 Train/Wagon tracking with GPS and wireless personal area networks (WPAN)
 Operational start of Y-Train system München — Ljubljana / Cervignagno
 Implementation of the Betuwe Line
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Implementation of Concepts

Successful start of the new multimodal transport service between Turkey and Germany (WP 4.3)
A new multimodal transport concept, which connects Turkey
and Germany and integrates rail, short-sea and road transport
modes (see CREAM Newsletter Issue 3 / September 2008 has
been implemented on October 17, 2008). This service is in operation and proves once again, that CREAM focuses on the
implementation of concepts and solutions already within the
project lifetime. Main driving forces to establish this Innovative
service are the CREAM partners Ekol Logistics – one f the largest Turkish forwarding companies, and Kombiverkehr – the
leading European operator for intermodal road-rail transports. Ekol
is responsible for the whole logistics
chain using the following elements:
• Pre-/on carriage by trucks
• Short-sea connection

Mannheim

Istanbul–Trieste vv
• New shuttle train

Trieste

Trieste–Mannheim vv
The determining advantages of the
short-sea and rail connections are
the predictability of transport times
and an improved efficiency, as trailers will be transported on this
stretches without drivers and trucks whereas the main benefit
of the pre- and on-carriage by truck is a high flexibility.
The CREAM Partners

The easy way

“By connecting different transport modes we
utilise the respective system advantages, but at
the same time offer our customers the service
of a One-Stop-Shop“

Kombiverkehr is
responsible
to
provide a high Ahmet Musul / Managing Director Ekol Logistics
quality rail connection between Mannheim and Trieste.
The schedule of this service is coordinated with the ferry times of
the short-sea connection between Trieste and Turkish
ports. Currently trains start in
Mannheim on Friday morning
and are ready for unloading
in Trieste at 9:00 a.m. the
next day. Departure time towards Mannheim is 4:00 p.m. Trieste Harbour: Ekol-Mega trailer loaded
on pocket wagons of Kombiverkehr
on Saturday. The time of disposal (MAD), when the trailers can be picked up in Mannheim, is
scheduled for Monday morning 5:00 a.m.. This operation plan allows the transport of trailers (by rail) at
times, when trucks are in general not allowed to run
on German motorways (driving ban on weekends).
In the introduction phase one train pair per week is
offered, while for the future it is planned to increase
General information from the Consortium
According to the project plan, some activities have
been specified in detail during the project work and
Istanbul
suitable companies for these activities have been invited to join the CREAM consortium during the project
lifetime. Also business activities and organisational
structures of project partners are subject of continuous evaluation and development. In this respect following changes within the CREAM consortium have to be announced:
Within the framework of work package RA 4.3 the Turkish forwarding company Ekol Lojistik A.S. has already started its project
work with the development and set-up of a multimodal transport
service between Germany and Turkey (see above article).
The activities of the CREAM partner companies, which belong to
the DB group, Railion Deutschland AG and DB Mobility Logistics
AG, Intermodal (formerly Stinnes AG) have been melted. They
continue their project work under the roof of the Railion
Deutschland AG.
The München based Eureka Navigation Solutions AG has taken
over technical and commercial activities with respect to GPS
technology from the KnorrKnorr-Bremse AG.
AG Accordingly Eureka follows up Knorr-Bremse in all related CREAM project activities, in
particular as the work package leader of RA 6.1. Eureka took the
opportunity to reassess the current works, which will be continued and proposes an extended use of the new GPS technology for
train/wagon tracking. Their “simple tracking methodology” will be
elaborated further and evaluated by the potential users.
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